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Reading comics, especially on tablets, is great for using bright, bright touchscreens. If you are a hard reader and want to bring your files, The Astonishing Comic Reader is a relative newcomer with a ton of slippery features. Whether you've been a diehard comic fan for many years, or just want to see what they all... Read moreMastonishing Comics Reader platform: Android Price: Free Download
PageFeaturesVisual library with cover art thumbnailsRead and do not read trackingImport from DropboxPage thumbnails easily skipping back and forthCreate collections of group related comics togetherAdd tags comics easily searchTake and store photos from favorite pagesOptions browse with gestures, screen buttons or volume buttonsWhere it beats an astonishing comic book reader, is a relative
newcomer who has one of the most beautiful-looking interfaces we've seen in the comic book app by a fairly large margin. In addition to making a great look, you can import comics from Dropbox, which means that you would never fiddle with USB cables or whatnot. It also adds a variety of organizational features that several other programs don't have. You can create custom sets of related apps to make it
easier to sort, tag sets so you can easily search for them and even mark certain individual comics as favorites. You can also take pictures of panels or pages that you want to save later. You can also set the reader to night mode to reduce glare when you read at night. You can also choose to browse pages by tapping the sides of the screen, pressing the buttons on the screen, or by using the volume
buttons to move back and forth. There's even support for running your comics ChromecastG/O Media can get commissionWhere It Falls Short All this organization is great, but one of the best features seems to be completely broken. The app's description states that it can sync your collections, favorites, and reading statistics, but in my experience, only the latter have worked completely. While it may work
with some violin, it's not nearly as smooth as you might expect. It also doesn't sync your comics yourself, but if you use Dropbox, it hardly matters. Competition Last time we looked at it, we chose Comic Rack for excellent reading features, and offered to sync with your desktop for $8. The close runner was Komik, who offered similar library support to Astonishment, although she had no sync options. Both
are fine options if you want a little more control over your reading experience. In addition, they ignore branded digital comic book stores that are available. Comics (from comiXology) is a broad, full-time program that allows you to buy and read comics from DC, Marvel and countless other publishers. Fanboys and Girls also have specific versions of the DC and Marvel programs, although both collections to
reach the main Comics app. This trio of programs offers a fantastic reading experience, but you can not bring your own files that huge disadvantage for fans. If you don't already have your own collection, this can be a great way to get started. In addition, they have quite a large sale on a regular basis. The honest mention also goes to Comic Viewer and Perfect Viewer. These two are not quite as feature
packed or as beautiful looking as ComicRack or Komik, but they're pretty simple and support much broader formats. Lifehacker's App Directory is a new and growing catalog of recommendations for the best applications and tools in certain categories. Android: Google Reader web app is pretty good, but since we started using Android, we have wanted the official local Google Reader app. Today, Google
will come true to this dream, with attachments such as volume key navigation, multiple accounts, and sharing. The app really is a great standalone version of Google Reader, offering all the search and subscription options directly from the app. You can also use multiple accounts, sync preferences, and share articles with friends (as well as view shared articles). But among the features you'd expect, there
are some cooler features that we're really excited about. At the top of the list there is volume key navigation, which, when settings are enabled, will allow you to quickly skip feeds (à la j and k shortcuts in the desktop web application). You can also press a folder or subscription for a long time to rename it, unseat it, or change folders. And, as with most Android apps, you can click the menu button to send the
article to other apps like Facebook, Gmail and Twitter. If you are still unhappy with Android RSS readers, we very much suggest giving this one way. G/O Media can get commissionGoogle Reader is a free Android phone download. It's available on the Android market, but you'll need to scroll down a little to find it. Or press the QR code to the right to download it immediately. Android Google Reader App is
here! If you're looking to go digital with your comic book collection, you're probably overwhelmed by all the comic book readers found on the iPhone and iPad. Fret no more: Comic Zeal is the program you want. Whether you've been a diehard comic fan for many years, or just want to see what they all... Read moreComic ZealPlatform: iPhone and iPadPrice: $4.99Download PageFeaturesAutomatically
organizes all your comics by seriesManually organize your comics with swipe gestures and easy-to-understandTrack options which comics you have and don't readSearch and find your comics by name and tagProceeds directly to another problem, when done readingZoom lock allows you to fit the page to the screen, but you want and remember it between pagesTons additional settings brightness,
navigation, and readingLoad comics via USB, Wi-Fi, or DropboxWhere It ExcelsComic Zeal is the best iOS program for managing the comic book library. When you import new comics, it detects the sequence name and filters them categories by series. If you want to do something else, such as creating a multi-series event numeric list, you can do this by swiping individual problems into the ComicZeal
slider, and then emptying them as you see fit. This may be a bit of a poison to do, but it's still light-years ahead of any other comic book readers. Comic Zeal also has many reading settings, which means you can get everything you like. The smart zoom feature is especially awesome. Where it falls ShortComic Zeal has some annoyance, but they are small enough to keep it in the upper nest. Pages turning
pages are a little slower than other comic book readers, so going from one page to another doesn't feel very smooth. Similarly, importing comics takes a long time, and you can't do anything while the program imports, so if you import a lot of comics, be ready to set up the device and wait a little. G/O Media can get a commission on CompetitionComic Viewer is a little cheaper at $3.99, but has enough
options to keep most people happy. It has a mode suitable for the screen or suitable for width, which works flawlessly, and has several settings to make the reading experience robust. It also has a silly but-kind-of-awesome page flipping animation and sound (which you can turn off) if you want to recreate the real-life reading experience as much as possible. Her organization is nowhere near ComicZeal's
level (although you can manually break down things yourself), so I would recommend spending an extra dollar on Comic Zeal. Comic Viewer is a really tough alternative though. If you want something for free, ComicFlow is probably your best choice. Its library interface is very similar to Comic Zeal's, but with some nice filtering options (though not nearly as good organizational options). ComicFlow, as its
name describes, is characterized by a curse between pages with fantastic smoothness (unlike Comic Zeal). However, it doesn't remember your zoom level on every page, which is very annoying for people who don't want it to fit on every page to the screen. It is also quite bald when it comes to settings (for example, it gives only weak mode, and does not allow to adjust the brightness of the program). Like
ComicZeal, ComicFlow can import comics over Wi-Fi, but after the first 50 transfers it will cost you $3.99. If ComicFlow has one incredible advantage, its that it imports comics in the background, which is really nice. CloudReaders is another popular, and although its interface isn't nearly as beautiful as Comic Zeal or ComicFlow, the reading experience is good. Like ComicFlow, the curse between the pages
is fantastically smooth, and it has a few more settings if you don't care about appearance, care about features and want something free. Of course, all of the above programs are designed to read your DRM-free CBR, CBZ or Comics. If you want to read comics from an official source, you want something like comics from ComiXology. ComiXology is the place to place buy, download and sync comics directly
from companies such as Marvel and DC (which, by the way, have versions of their Marvel and DC programs), as well as others such as Image, IDW and Disney. If you're looking for new comics from these companies, this is the app you want to download. Lifehacker's App Directory is a new and growing catalog of recommendations for the best applications and tools in certain categories. Categories.
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